A coordinate-free proof is given of the fact that the distance function 6 for a Ck submanifold M of Rn is Ck near M when k > 2. The result holds also when k = 1 if M has a neighborhood with the unique nearest point property.
In the study of analysis and geometry, the function that measures the distance to a submanifold plays an important role. Let M be a submanifold of R™, and let 6: R™ -► R be the distance function for M, 6(x) = dist(x, M). If M is Ck, then 6 is easily seen to be Ck_1 near M, since 6 is always continuous and can be written in terms of the directions normal to M. It is the case, however, that 6 is actually Ck near M when k > 2, and even when k = 1 under certain circumstances. As Krantz and Parks [4] point out, this fact deserves to be better known that it is.
The regularity of 6 was first considered in [1] , and the proof for the case k > 2 is found in [2] . The combined results (including the case k = 1) are given in [4] in a proof based on the work in [1] .
The purpose of this note is to present a simple, coordinate-free proof of the following theorem and its C1 analog. THEOREM l. Let M c R" be a compact, Ck submanifold with k>2. Then M has a neighborhood U so that 6 is Ck onU -M.
In the C1 case, the additional hypothesis is needed that some neighborhood of M have the unique nearest point property. (See [1, 4] .) A neighborhood U of M has this property if for every x G U there is a unique point P(x) G M so that 6(x) -dist(x,P(x)).
The map P: U -> M is called the projection onto M.
LEMMA. Let M satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1. Then M has a neighborhood U with the unique nearest point property, and the projection map P: U -> M isC*-1.
PROOF. This is just the tubular neighborhood theorem with the added observation that the projection P factors through the map that creates the neighborhood. 
In the first case, one can find a fixed e > 0 and then choose t > 0 arbitrarily close to zero such that 62(x + tv) < ó2(x) + 2(x -P(x)) ■ tv -te.
It follows, then, that dist2(x,P(x + tv)) = \\(x + tv -P(x + tv)) -tv\\2 = 82(x + tv) -2(x + tv-P(x + tv)) ■ tv + t2\\v\\2 < 62(x) + 2(P(x + tv) -P(x)) -tv-tet2\\v\\2.
By the continuity of P, t can be chosen small enough so that dist(x, P(x + tv)) < 6(x) = dist(x, P(x)).
Then x is closer to P(x + tv) than to P(x), a contradiction. Similarly, (2) leads to dist(x + tv, P(x)) < dist(x + tv, P(x + tv)). The theorem follows. Q.E.D.
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(1) With some modifications, the same proofs will work when M is a submanifold of a Riemannian manifold.
(2) If M is a hypersurface of the form M = {x G Rn | p(x) -0}, where p is a Ck function with dp ^ 0 on M, then one can form the signed distance function ¡M-f ¿(x) f°rp(x)>0,
